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Abstract . J. Dieudonne [8], introduced the notions of paracompactness and Martin 

M. K. [9] , introduced the notions of paracompactness in bitopological spaces and K. 

AL-Zoubi and S. AL-Ghour [10], introduced the notions of P3-paracompactness of  

topological space in terms of preopen sets .In this paper, we introduce 

paracompactness in bitopological spaces in terms of ij-preopen sets . We obtain 

various characterizations, properties of paracompactness and its relationships with 

other types of spaces. 
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1. Introduction  

The concepts of regular open , regular closed , semiopen , semiclosed , and preopen 

sets have been introduced by many authors in a topological space ( cf. [ 1-4] ). These 

concepts are extended to bitopological spaces by many authors ( cf. [5-7]) . 

       Throughout the present paper ( X , 21 , ) and ( Y, 21 , ) ( or simple X and Y ) 

denote bitopological spaces . when A is a subset of a space X , we shall denote the 

closure of A and the interior of A in ( X , i  ) by i -clA and i -intA , respectively, 

where i= 1,2 , and i,j = 1,2  ; i j . 

              A subset A of X is said to be ij- preopen ( resp. ij-semiopen ,ij-regular open ,   

ij-regular closed and ij-preclosed ) if 

  ),int(.()int( AclArespclAA jiji   )int( clAA ji   , 

),int( AclA ij   and ))int( AAcl ij   . The family of all ij-semiopen ( 

resp. ij- regular open and ij- preopen ) sets of X is denoted by  ij-SO(X) ( resp. ij-

RO(X) and ij-PO(X) ) . The intersection of all ij- preclosed sets which contain A is 

called the ij- preclosure of A and is denoted by ij-PclA . Obviously , ij-PclA is the 

smallest ij-preclosed set which contains A . 

 

 

 
Definition 1.1 .A bitopological space ),,( 21 X is called ij-locally indiscrete if 

every openi   subset of X is closedj  . 

 

Definition 1.2 . A collection }:{  F of subsets of  X is called , 

(1) locally finite with respect to the topology i ( respectively , ij-strongly locally 

finite ) , if for each  Xx , there exists ixU   ( respectively, 
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)(XROijU x  ) containing x and xU which intersects at most finitely 

many members of  ; 

(2) ij-P-locally finite if for each Xx , there exists a ij- preopen set xU  in X 

containing  x and xU which intersects at most finitely many members of  . 

 

 

Definition 1.3 . A bitopological space ),,( 21 X is called )( ji   paracompact 

with respect to the topology i , if every openi   cover of X has openj   

refinement which is locally finite with respect to the topology i [9]. 

 

    We obtain the following lemmas : 

Lemma 1.4. For  a bitopological space ),,( 21 X , the followings are equivalent : 

(a) ),,( 21 X  is ij-locally indiscrete ; 

(b) Every subset of X is ij-preopen ; 

(c) Every closedj   subset of X is ij-preopen . 

 

Lemma 1.5 . If A is a ij-preopen subset of  X  , then  clAi   is ij-regular closed . 

 

Lemma 1.6 . Let A and B be subsets of  a space X . Then  

(a) If  )(XPOijA   and iB   , then )()( XPOijBA   . 

(b) If )(XPOijA    and )(XSOijB  , then ),,()( 21 BBBPOijBA  . 

(c) If ),,( 21 BBBPOijA   and )(XPOijB  , then )(XPOijA  . 

 

Theorem 1.7 . Let }:{  F be a collection of ij-semiopen subsets of a 

bitopological space ),,( 21 X  , then   is ij-P-locally finite if and only if itis ij-

strongly locally finite . 

 

Proof  . ( Necessity) . Since every  ij- regular open subset of X is ij-preopen , so    is 

ij-P-locally finite. 

     ( Sufficiency ) . Let Xx  and xW  be a ij-preopen  subset of X such that xWx  

and ix FW   for each i= 1,2,...,n . Put )int( xjix clWR   , then xR  is a ij- 

regular open which contains x . We show for every },....,,/{ 21 n  , 

xRF   . For each  , choose jU   such that   clUPU i   . 

Now, if xRF   , then  xi RclU   and so 

 )int( xjii clWclU     , which implies that there exist 

)int( xjii clWpandclUp    . So for each openi   set pV  containing p 

such that UVp  , but )int( xji clW   is a openi   containing p , which 

implies that  )int( xji clWU   , since xjxji clWclW   )int(  , so 

we get that  xj clWU   , then there exists  Uq  and xj clWq   

.Therefore for each openj   sets qH containing q , xq WH  , but U  is 

openj   containing q , so xWU  , which implies that 
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xx WPWU    , which contradict the hypothesis . Thus 

},....,,/{ 21 n  . 

   Now using the above theorem and the fact that every ij-regular open is openi   

and every openj  , ij-regular closed set is ij-semiopen set , we obtain the following 

corollaries : 

 

Corollary 1.8 . Let }:{  F be a collection of openj   ( ij-regular closed ) 

subset of a bitopological space ),,( 21 X  . If    is ij-P-locally finite , then   is 

locally finite with respect to the topology i  .  

 

Now by using the above theorem , corollary 1.8  and the definition 1.3 , we obtain the 

following corollary : 

 

Corollary 1.9 . A bitopological space ),,( 21 X  is )( ji   paracompact with 

respect to the topology i if and only if every openi   cover of X has a openj   

refinement which is ij-p-locally finite . 

 

Theorem 1.10 . Let }:{  F  be a collection of subsets of  a bitopological 

space ),,( 21 X  . Then  

(a)   is ij-P-locally finite if and only if }:{  pclFij is ij-P-locally finite ; 

(b) If    is ij-P-locally finite , then 
)(










PpclijpclFij
; 

(c)   is locally finite with respect to the topology i if and only if the collection 

}:{  pclFij  is locally finite with respect to the topology i . 

 

Proof . (a) Suppose that ,   is ij-P-locally finite . For each Xx , there exists ij-

preopen xU  containing x which meets only finitely many of the sets F  , say 

nFF  ,.......,1 . Since kk pclFijF    for each k=1,2, .... , n , thus xU meets 

npclFijpclFij   ,.......,1 . Therefore }:{  pclFij is ij-P-locally finite . 

   Conversely. Let Xx , there exists ij-preopen xU  containing x which meets only 

finitely many of the sets pclFij   . Say npclFijpclFij   ,.......,1 , we get that 

 kx pclFijU   for each k =1,..., n . Let xUq  and kpclFijq  , which 

implies that , for every ij-preopen set qV  such that kq FV  , but xU be ij-

preopen containing q , so kx FU   for each k=1,..., n .Thus   is ij-P-locally 

finite. 

(b) Suppose,   is ij-P-locally finite , which can be  easily got 

)(









PpclijpclFij
 . On the other hand , let )(






Fpclijq , then 

every  ij-preopen qV  such that 


)(


FVq .By hypothesis , there exists ij-
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preopen qU which meets only finitely many of the sets F , say nFF  ,.......,1 .Thus  

for each ij-preopen set qV  containing q , 


)(
1


n

k

kq FV  , which implies that 


n

k

k

n

k

k pclFijFpclijq
11

)(


  , there exists h such that hpclFijq  . Therefore 

we get that 





pclFijq and hence 
)(










PpclijpclFij
. 

(c) Suppose,   is locally finite with respect to the topology i , which implies that 

for each Xx , there exists openi   set xU which meets only finitely many of the 

sets F , say nFF  ,.......,1 , but kk pclFijF   , we get that xU  which meets 

npclFijpclFij   ,.......,1  . Thus }:{  pclFij  is locally finite with respect to 

the topology i . 

Conversely , let Xx , then there exists openi   set xU  which meets only finitely 

many of the sets pclFij  's, say npclFijpclFij   ,.......,1  . Now choose a point 

xUq  

and kpclFijq   . For each k=1,2,...,n , therefore for each ij-preopen set qV  

containing q such that kq FV   , but xUq  , then we get xU  which meets only 

finitely many of the sets F 's . Hence   is locally finite with respect to the topology 

i . 

 

Definition 1.11 .A function ),,(),,(: 2121  YXf   is called : 

( 1 ) ij-precontinuous if  for each )()(,)( 1 XPOijVfYPOijV   ; 

( 2 ) ij-strongly precontinuous if for each iVfYPOijV   )(,)( 1  ; 

( 3 ) ij-preclosed if for each )()(,)( YPCijVfXPCijV   ; 

( 4 ) ij-strongly preclosed if for each )()(,)( YPCijVfXCV i  ; 

( 5 ) ij-preopen if for each )()(,)( YPOijVfXPOijV   ; 

( 6 )  )( ii  continuous (  )( ii  open and  )( ii  closed ) if  

       ),(),(: ii YXf    for i =1,2 are  )( 11   continuous and  

        )( 22  continuous (  )( 11  open ,  )( 22  open and  )( 11  closed  

        ,  )( 22  closed ) . 

 

 

Lemma 1.12 . Let  ),,(),,(: 2121  YXf   be a function . Then  

( 1 ) f  is ij-preclosed if and only if for every Yy  and )(XPOijP   such that  

       Pyf  )(1 , there is )(YPOijV   such that Vy  and PVf  )(1   . 

( 2 ) f  ij-strongly preclosed if and only if for every Yy  and iP   which contains  

      )(1 yf   , there is )(YPOijV   such that Vy  and PVf  )(1   . 

( 3 ) If f  be   )( ii  continuous ,  )( ii  open function , then f  is ij-preopen  

       function . 
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Proposition 1.13 .Let ),,(),,(: 2121  YXf   be a ij-precontinuous function .  

If }:{  F is a ij-P-locally finite collection in Y , then 

}:)({)( 11   Fff is a ij-P-locally finite collection in X . 

 

Proposition 1.14 . Let ),,(),,(: 2121  YXf   be a ij-strongly precontinuous 

function . If }:{  F is a ij-P-locally finite collection in Y , then 

}:)({)( 11   Fff  is a locally finite collection with respect to the topology 

i  .  

 

Definition 1.15 .A subset A of a bitopological space ),,( 21 X  is called ij-strongly 

compact if for every cover of  A by ij-preopen subsets of X has a finite subcover . 

 

 

Proposition 1.16 . Let ),,(),,(: 2121  YXf   be a ij-strongly closed function 

such that )(1 yf   is compact relative to the topology i  for every Yy  . If 

}:{  F is a locally finite collection with respect to the topology i  , then 

}:)({)(  Fff  is a ij-P-locally finite collection in Y . 

 

 

Proposition 1.17 . Let ),,(),,(: 2121  YXf   be a ij-preclosed function such 

that )(1 yf   is ij-strongly compact relative to X for every Yy  . If 

}:{  F is a ij-P-locally finite collection in X , then }:)({)(  Fff  

is a ij-P-locally finite collection in Y . 

 

 

2 . ij-preparacompact spaces 

 In this section, we introduce the generalized paracompact and separation axioms 

using the notions of ij-preopen sets in bitopoogical spaces, and give some 

characterization of these types of spaces and study the relationships between them and 

other well known spaces .  

 

Definition 2.1 . A bitopological space ),,( 21 X  is called ij-preparacompact if 

every openi   cover of  X has a ij-P-locally finite ij-preopen refinement . 

 

Definition 2.2 . Let ),,( 21 X  be a bitopological space . The space X is said to be : 

( 1 ) pair wise Hausdorff space if and only if for each distinct two points x , y in X ,  

        there exists two disjoint openi   U and openj   V such that Ux  and  

       Vy  [11] ; 

( 2 ) pair wise regular if and only if  for each closedi   set F and Xx  , Fx ,  

       there are two disjoint openi   U and openj   V such that VxUF  , [11];   

( 3 ) pair wise P-regular if and only if  for each closedi   set F and Xx  , Fx ,  

        there are two disjoint ij-preopen sets U and V , such that VFandUx  ; 
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( 4 ) pair wise P-normal if and only if whenever A and B are disjoint closedi   sets 

        in X , there are disjoint ij-preopen sets U and V with UA and VB   ; 

( 5 ) pairwise spaceTP  1  if for each two distincts points x and y in X, there are  

       ij-preopen sets U and V in X such that VyandUx   ; 

( 6 ) pairwise spaceT 1  if for each two distincts points x and y in X, there are  

       openi   U and openj   V in X such that VyandUx   [ 11 ]; 

( 7 ) pairwise spaceTP  3  if it's pairwsise P-regular spaceTP  1 ; 

( 8 ) pairwise spaceTP  4  if it's pairwsise P-normal spaceTP  1  . 

 

Lemma 2.3 .A bitopological space ),,( 21 X  is pairwise p-regular if and only if 

for each openi   set U and Ux , then there exists )( XPOijP   such that 

UpclPijPx  . 

 

Theorem 2.4 . Every ij-preparacompact pairwise Hausdorff bitopological space 

),,( 21 X  is pair wise p-regular . 

 

Proof : Let A be a closedi  and let Ax  . For each Ay , choose an openi   

yU  and openi   xH  such that xy HxUy  ,  and xy HU  , so we get  that 

ypclUijx   . Therefore the family }{}:{ AXAyUU y   is an 

openi  cover of  x and so it has a ij-P-locally finite ij-preopen refinement   . Put 

}:{  AHHV  , then V is a ij-preopen set containing A and 

}:{  AHandHpclHijpclVij  (  Theorem 1.10 (b)). Therefore 

pclVijXU   is a ij-preopen set containing x such that U and V are disjoint 

subsets of X . Thus X is pairwise p-regular . 

 

From the above theorem, the following corollaries are obtained : 

 

Corollary 2.5 .Every ij-preparacompact pairwise Hausdorff bitopological space 

),,( 21 X  is pair wise p-normal . 

 

Corollary  2.6 .Every ij-preparacompact paiwise Hausdorff bitopological space 

),,( 21 X  is 

( a ) paiwise spaceTp  3 ; 

( b ) pairwise spaceTp  4 . 

 

Theorem 2.7 . Let ),( 1X  and ),( 2X are regular spaces . Then ),,( 21 X  is ij-

preparacompact if and only if every openi   cover   of X has a ij-P-locally finite 

ij-preclosed refinement   . 

 

Proof : To prove necessity, let   be openi   cover of X . For each Xx  , we 

choose a member xU  and by the regularity of ),( 1X  and ),( 2X , an openi   

subsets xV  containing x such that xxi UclV   . Therefore }:{ XxVx  is an 
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openi   cover of X and so by hypothesis it has a ij-P-locally finite ij-preopen 

refinement, say }:{  W .Now, consider the collection 

}:{  pclWijpclij as a ij-P-locally finite ( Theorem 1.10 (a)) of ij-

preclosed subsets of  ),,( 21 X  .Since for every   , 

xxix UclVpclVijpclWij    for some xU , therefore  pclij  is a 

refinement of   . 

 

    Conversely, let   be an openi   cover of  X and  be a ij-P-locally finite ij-

preclosed refinement of  . For each Xx , choose )(XPOijWx   such that 

xWx  and xW  intersect at most finitely many members of  . Let   be a ij-

preclosed ij-P-locally finite refinement of }:{ XxWx  .For each V , let 

HXV /' , where H  and VH   . Then }:'{ VV is a ij-preopen cover 

of X . Now, for each V , choose VU  such that VUV  , therefore the 

collection }:'{ VVUV  is a ij-P-locally finite ij-preopen ( Lemma 1.6 (a)) 

refinement of   and thus ),,( 21 X  is ij-preparacompact . 

 

Theorem 2.8 .Let A be a ij-regular closed subset of a ij-preparacompact bitopological 

space ),,( 21 X . Then ),,( 21 AAA   is ij-preparacompact . 

 

Proof : Let  }:{  V be an openi   cover of A in ),,( 21 AAA  . For each 

  , choose iU    such that  UAV  , then the collection 

}{}:{ AXU   is an openi   cover of the ij-preparacompact space X 

and so it has a ij-P-locally finite ij-preopen refinement . Say }:{  W , then 

by Lemma 1.6(b) and since )()( XSOijXROij  , the collection 

}:{ WA is a ij-P-locally finite ij-preopen refinement of  in ),,( 21 AAA  . 

This completes the proof . 

 

Theorem 2.9 .Let A and B be subsets of a bitopological space ),,( 21 X  such that 

BA  . 

( 1 ) If  )(XPOijB  and A is ij-preparacompact relative to ),,( 21 BBB  , then A is 

        ij-preparacompact relative to ),,( 21 X  . 

( 2 ) If  )(XSOijB   and A is ij-preparacompact relative to ),,( 21 X , then A is  

        ij-preparacompact relative to ),,( 21 BBB   . 

 

Proof : ( 1 ) Let }:{  U be an openi   cover of A in X . Then the 

collection }:{  UBB  is an openiB   cover of A in ),,( 21 BBB  . Since 

A is ij-preparacompact relative to ),,( 21 BBB  .Hence B  has a ij-P-locally finite ij-

preopen refinement B  in ),,( 21 BBB   .Since )(XPOijB  and 

  ,iU , so  by lemma 1.6 (a) ,   ,)(XPOijUB . Then the 
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collection B  is a ij-P-locally finite ij-preopen refinement of    in ),,( 21 X  . 

Therefore A is a ij-preparacompact relative to ),,( 21 X  . 

          ( 2 ) Let }:{  V be an openiB   cover of A in ),,( 21 BBB   . For 

every  , choose iU    such that  UBV  . Then the collection 

}:{  U  is an openi   cover of A relative to ),,( 21 X  and so it has a  

ij-P-locally finite ij-preopen refinement of    in ),,( 21 X , say   . Thus , by 

lemma 1.6 (b), the collection }:{  PBPB  is a ij-P-locally ij-preopen 

refinement of   in ),,( 21 BBB   . 

 

Corollary 2.10 . Let A be a subset of a bitopological space ),,( 21 X  . 

( 1 ) If )(XPOijA   and the subspace ),,( 21 AAA   is ij-preparacompact , then A  

        is ij-preparacompact relative to ),,( 21 X . 

( 2 ) If )(XSOijA  and A ij-preparacompact relative to ),,( 21 X , then the 

        subspace ),,( 21 AAA   is ij-preparacompact . 

 

Theorem 2.11 .If ),,(),,(: 2121  YXf  be  )( ii  continuous , 

 )( ii  open , ij-strongly ij-preopen and surjective function such that )(1 yf   is ij-

strongly compact relative to ),,( 21 X  for every Yy  . If  ),,( 21 X  is ij-

preparacompact , then so is ),,( 21 Y  . 

 

Proof : Let }:{  V  be an openi   cover of ),,( 21 Y . Since f is 

 )( ii  continuous , the collection }:)({)( 11   Vff is an openi   

cover of the ij-preparacompact ),,( 21 X  space and so it has a ij-P-locally finite ij-

preopen refinement , say  . Since f is  )( ii  continuous and  )( ii  open , 

then by lemma 1.12 (3), f is ij-preopen function and so by Proposition 1.17 , the 

collection )(f  is a ij-P-locally finite ij-preopen refinement of  . The result is 

proved  . 

 

Theorem 2.12 . Let ),,(),,(: 2121  YXf   be a  )( ii  closed ij-

precontinuous surjective function such that )(1 yf   is compacti   in ),( iX  for 

every Yy  . If ),,( 21 Y  is ij-preparacompact, then so is ),,( 21 X  . 

 

Proof : Let }:{  U be an openi   cover of a bitopological space 

),,( 21 X  . For each Yy ,   is an openi   cover of the compacti   subspace 

)(1 yf   and so there exists a finite subcover y  of    such that 
y

Uyf


 


)(1 . Put 


y

UU y






 is openi   in ),( iX   . As f is a   )( ii  closed function, for each 

Yy , there exists openi   subset yV  of Y such that yyy UVfandVy   )(1
. 

Then the collection }:{ YyVy  is an openi   cover of the ij-preparacompact 
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space ),,( 21 Y  and so it has a ij-P-locally finite ij-preopen refinement, say 

}:{  W . Since f is ij-precontinuous , the collection 

}:)({)( 11   Wff is a ij-preopen ij-P-locally finite cover of ),,( 21 X  

such that for each  , yUWf  )(1

  for some Yy . Finally , the collection 

},:)({ 1

yUWf    is a ij-P-locally finite ij-preopen refinement of  . 

Thus ),,( 21 X  is ij-preparacompact . 
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